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April 2022 Newsletter

Hello and welcome...

To our 6 month update on all of the things that
have been happening within HHHO.

Things you might
have missed
Hello!
A lot has happened since we last updated you in October, you will probably
already have seen in the media the impact that Covid has had on those dealing
with Cancer. Almost 300,000 people were unable to see a cancer specialist
within the two weeks of an urgent referral between April to November. The
delays of their diagnosis, treatment and surgery have had some detrimental
impacts and these are only just starting to be seen.
We have been supporting the mental wellbeing of these patients that have had
to deal with these delays, and in doing so we have created new services to deal
with the fear, stress and anxiety that people are facing. The services that we
offer with the centre are there to support those dealing with Cancer, but also to
support their families and carers. Your support allows us to continue to do this
and continue to evolve and develop what our clients need.
We have been very busy in terms of fundraising with the Charity Ball and I’m
sure you have seen my skating abilities! I can’t say that it was easy, and my poor
feet paid the price, but it was all worth it for Harry’s 22nd Birthday.

We visited Manorfield Farm!

Georgie was featured in
The Phoenix Newspaper

We’ve also had a new arrival to the HHHO team, Becky joined us in December
as my PA, and I can’t say how amazing it has been, she is already an integral part
of the team, I don’t know what I’d do without her!
If you’d like to keep up to date with what’s happening with us at HHHO, we
post regularly on our social media to keep everyone in the loop, so make sure
you’re following us if you’d like to see more of what we’re up to. We’ve popped
some pics on the next page for you to catch up on anything you may have
missed!
We hope that you enjoy reading our most recent updates and as always thank
you for journeying with us to continue with our vital work supporting the
cancer community. Sending love and positivity to you and your families.
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We held our Carols
by Candlelight
Faye Dowling from
d
National Grid visite
the centre and
donated 30 easter
!
eggs for the kids

We’ve had
some very
exciting
top secret

We launched
Love a Life!

HelpCure

HHHO Trustees
Welcome to our new
Trustee, Alan Downton!
Alan Downton officially joined the board of
trustees at the end of 2021. He will be working
alongside Georgie and the rest of the team with
operational strategies. Alan has worked as an
Interim Director over the years, so joins the board
bringing his knowledge and expertise.

Our current Trustee
Board

Georgie
Moseley

Tom
Ross

Robert
Spittle

David
Baldwin

Joan
Smith

Jonathan
Till

Already in the first couple months of 2022,
we have witnessed great improvements and
progress among our board of trustees. Our
trustee board is made up of wonderful people
that are deeply committed to HHHO. They
contribute to the realisation of Georgie’s
charitable vision and ensure that the
organisation works in line with its aims and in
line with charitable laws.

The past two years have been very challenging for
us all but brain tumour research has continued and
we have some good news from a project which has
just been completed that we would like to share
with you.
In our recent project we have been improving
the MRI scans and combining them with artificial
intelligence to give an accurate diagnosis of brain
tumour type. The MRI scans have been improved
by using them to obtain the chemical makeup
of the tumour and how solid the tumour is. This
information is then put into an artificial intelligence
app on a computer which has been trained to
recognise different tumour types using a database
of cases which we have been collecting for nearly
20 years. The app is now able to distinguish reliably
between three of the most common brain tumours
seen in children and could be trained to detect
other brain tumours in children and adults. This
should help doctors to make an accurate diagnosis
from the MRI scans and give patients and their
families more information earlier in their journey.

of Birmingham. He was supervised by Professor
Andrew Peet and funded in part by a generous
grant from Help Harry Help Others - £36,000 has
been given to Aston University to fund a research
student for 3 years - £12,132 given in December
2021, and another £12,132 will be given in
December 2022 and then December 2023.
Teddy was extremely dedicated to his work and was
determined to make his research benefit patients.
MRI is used routinely in hospitals and so makes an
excellent topic for research that can be translated
rapidly into patient benefit. Teddy recently
completed writing his PhD thesis and we wish him
well with the next steps in his career.

HHHO was particularly keen to invest
in young, talented researchers near
the beginning of their research
career and this is the fourth PhD
student that HHHO has helped to
fund, an amazing achievement.

The research described above was undertaken
by Teddy Zhao during his PhD in the Children’s
Brain Tumour Research Team at the University
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HHHO’s team is
growing, welcome
to the team Becky!

Care & Share Buddy Groups
Our Care & Share Buddy Groups have been set up
to allow our clients to come together with other
people going through similar journeys. That could
be people going through treatment, have finished
treatment, are in remission or they know someone
going through cancer. There is no specific structure
to the groups as it is left to the attendees to run
the groups to their liking. The only thing that is
planned in advanced is that there must be plenty of
tea and biscuits!

Becky Tate officially joined HHHO in
December 2021 as Georgie’s new PA.
Over the years Becky has worked as a
Personal Assistant, Area Manager and
Auditor. Becky says that she is so thrilled
to be working at HHHO and is amazed
and humbled by all the work the charity
undertakes on a daily basis!

Our Care & Share Buddy Groups will take
place on Tuesday & Wednesdays.

Coversure
& Aviva
Fund
The Aviva Broker
Community Fund 2021 is
an incredible incentive
that gives brokers
the chance support
small charities and local
projects that they care
about by putting them
forward for funding.
So we’re very happy to share that HHHO have secured £10,000 worth of funding with the amazing Aviva
Broker Community Fund 2021 as a winner amongst 40 other incredible small charities and local projects which
includes community centres, sports clubs, wellbeing projects, animal care, community first aid and search and
rescue projects all across the UK.
This funding will be fundamental to help us continue to do what we do best, so we thank Paul Woodford from
Coversure Solihull for submitting HHHO and our Step Forward project into the competition in the first place!

New Step Forward Programme
Spa For The Mind
Spa for the Mind is the new workshop set up at HHHO as part of our Step Forward Programme. This new
program gently invites & introduces clients to have a deeper look into how they look after themselves.
With support from our Step Forward team, they will guide clients towards developing tools and strategies
that promote Self Care.
Spa for the Mind consists of group workshops that cover the following...

Self Care

by taking time to
detox our thoughts
and feelings we can
connect to our true
self and create our
own Self Care rituals
to promote our own
wellness.

Stress, Anxiety
& Burnout

we’ll explore why so
many of us experience
these states and work
towards developing
tools and strategies to
manage stress, anxiety
& burnout leading us
to a quieter mind.

Values &
Boundaries

the importance of
healthy values and
boundaries to maintain
Self Care and why
maintaining them can
feel challenging.

Confidence

the past two 2 years
have challenged the
confidence of many
of us, this workshop
aims to guide us
towards stepping into
our confidence.

For more information on this workshop please
email: enquiries@hhho.org.uk
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Harry’s Ball 2022
On the 19th March 2022 we held our 10th Harrys
Ball, with just under 400 people together for the first
time in over 2 years. Thank you to everyone who
came along and supported us on the evening, and
those of you that were unable to make it, I’m sure
that you will have seen some of our live steams on
the night along with all of the photos on Facebook
and Instagram, if you missed it and would like to have
a look you can find coverage of the evening using the
#harryscharityball22 or on our social media pages.
It was an absolutely incredible evening, and the
room full of wonderful Harry supporters raised a
staggering £40,000 – we just can’t believe it! Events
like this make such a huge difference to us and the
cash raised goes a long way to support the services
that we offer, and the people that we support.
We’d like to say yet another huge thank you to all of
our sponsors, hosts and ambassadors, as well as our
extended ball committee and fabulous volunteers
who worked tirelessly all night to make sure
everyone had a superb time!

Georgie’s 22 Hour
Skate Challenge
Georgie dusted off her skates for the first time in 6 years in
February, all to face the exhausting challenge of completing 22
hours of skating round the centre’s car park in proud memory of
Harry, who would of been celebrating his 22nd birthday on 21st
February 2022.
Well, as many of us already know, she did it! Thanks to her apple
watch, she learned that she completed around 76 miles worth
of skating in 22 hours, with only one 20-minute break! Falling
through the finish line (literally!) Georgie was absolutely ecstatic
to have finally finished after probably the longest 22 hours of
her life, she was very shocked that she was able to complete her
challenge, but also very humbled by all of the support she had
around her.
For a last-minute idea that came to shape in a matter of days,
we’re so thrilled for how much momentum was gathered,
along with an immense amount of support and donations
received, raising a whopping £5000! The Birmingham Chamber
of Commerce were even kind enough to feature Georgie in an
article, praising on her on her tremendous efforts of keeping
Harry’s memory alive and to making such a difference to people
with cancer in their lives.
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Events Coming up

Our annual
HHHO Golf Day!
You guessed it, another HHHO Golf Day!
After our previous Golf Day last year was
such a success, with people having a great
day golfing in the sunshine, eating some
lovely bbq food and washing it down with a
refreshing beer - we’re ready to do it all over
again!

The Soul
Summer Soiree
Join us for an amazing night of
fantasitc entertainment, yummy
food and cheeky drinks all whilst
doing some good by helping raise
money for HHHO and Breast Cancer
Support.

The Forest of Arden Golf Club is all booked for
us again on 20th July 2022, so if you’re a golf
lover and would like to show your support for
HHHO whilst shooting some shots on the golf
course, please email georgie@hhho.org.uk
or rachel.howell@rsdevents.co.uk for further
info or to register your four ball.

Featuring Glen Leon as
Tom Jones plus Music
from The Soul Survivors,
you’re in for a treat!
Get your hands on a ticket now at
www.4threv.co.uk/tom

BK Plus
Charity Cup
If you haven’t already heard,BK
Plus are hosting their famous
Charity Cup this spring!
They still have the availability for
more teams, so if you think you
and your colleagues think you’re
up for the challenge, find more
information and register your team
at www.bkplus.co.uk/charitycup.

We Stand
With Ukraine
To show our support for what is happening in
Ukraine, we have recently launched our Ukraine
HHHO bracelet, so if you’d like to buy one of our
bracelets to show your support please visit our
website.
Profits will go to the Disaster Recovery Fund for
Ukraine! Every penny matters.
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In return for a monthly donation of just £3, you’ll receive regular
updates along with a monthly Harry bracelet (sent 2x a year in
advance to save postage), plus when you hit a ‘giving milestone’
you’ll receive an exclusive pandora style bracelet and then a special
bead to add to it for every ‘giving milestone’ thereafter.

Our Elite Members have hearts of gold,
their regular giving enables 6 clients
each month to start a course of 8
counselling sessions. If you want to help
support our services, join our Harry
Elite Members Club by visiting hhho.org.uk
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